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ABSTRACT 

 
Seroma formation is one of the most common complications post modified radical mastectomy. 

The incidence documented ranges from 15-81%. Seroma formation increases chances of infection, delays 
wound healing, flap necrosis, persistent pain, dehiscence of the wound and thus increases the 
convalescence period. Ideal closure of the Modified radical mastectomy flaps aims at decreasing the 
lymphatic spillage and serum oozing, should obliterate the dead space and also allow enhanced removal 
of the fluid which is formed. Considering this, several techniques of flap fixation have been tried and 
trialed to minimize the local wound complications. The aim of the present study was to study the efficacy 
of mastectomy flap quilting sutures to the underlying chest wall, on the volume and duration of the fluid 
drained and also seroma formation posts modified radical mastectomy. In the study group; the 
mastectomy flap quilting sutures were put between the flap and the pectoral fascia and muscle at 
different parts of the flap and at the flap edge with absorbable sutures (polyglactin 3-0). In the control 
group; the flaps were approximated by the conventional method at the edges. Closed suction drains were 
placed in both the groups. Patients, tumor characteristics and operative related factors were documented. 
The volume and colour of the fluid drained were recorded every day. The drains were removed when the 
amount became less than 30 cc in a 24-hour period. The total volume and duration (number of days) of 
fluid drained and the complications were recorded and compared. In the study group, the drain was 
removed much earlier when compared to the control group (p < 0.001). The total amount of fluid drained 
was much lower in the study group (p < 0.001). The study group showed a much lower frequency of 
seroma formation when compared to the control group. The mastectomy quilting suture technique is an 
effective procedure that considerably reduces the incidence of seroma formation in patients undergoing 
modified radical mastectomy.  
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INTRODUCTION 
 

Seroma formation and its sequelae including infection, flap necrosis, delayed wound healing and 
patient discomfort form one of most commonly encountered complication following mastectomy and 
axillary dissection varying in incidence from 3 to 85 % [1]. Seroma formation after breast cancer surgery 
is a persistent problem much to the annoyance of surgeon and patient alike, in spite of advances in 
surgical techniques and hemostasis [2]. Pathophysiology of seroma is not clear and it is widely discussed 
in literature. Seroma is formed by acute inflammatory exudates in response to surgical trauma and acute 
phase of wound healing or fibrinolytic activity in serum or lymph drainage [3]. Seroma is influenced by 
large dissection area, dead space under the skin flaps and axillary region, shoulder movement which 
affects attachment of skin flaps [4]. The incidence of seroma is correlated with obesity, hypertension, 
breast volume, early shoulder exercise, and use of heparin, tamoxifen [5]. Seroma accumulation elevates 
the flaps from the chest wall and axilla there by hampering their adherence to the tissue bed. It thus can 
lead to significant morbidity such as wound hematoma, delayed wound healing, wound infection, 
wound dehiscence, prolonged hospitalization, delayed recovery and initiation of adjuvant therapy.[6] 
Number of techniques have been employed in an attempt to reduce or prevent seroma formation among 
mastectomy patients using mechanical and chemical approaches. However, there is heterogeneity in their 
benefits and there is paucity of uniform evidence for their use [7]. Mechanical closure of dead space by flap 
fixation is a simple surgical procedure that eliminates dead space after mastectomy [8]. The objective of 
this study is to evaluate the effect of mechanical closure of dead space after mastectomy in prevention of 
seroma formation. 
 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 

This prospective study was carried out in the Department of Surgical Oncology in collaboration 
with the Department of Pathology, Government Medical College, Villupuram, Tamil Nadu, India in the year 
November 2018 to August 2019.comprising 80 patients of carcinoma breast over a period of six months. 
Inclusion criteria: All the patients admitted in general surgical ward, aged more than 18 years with 
carcinoma breast requiring modified radical mastectomy. Patients consented for inclusion in the study 
according to the designated proforma.  
Exclusion criteria: Patients with carcinoma breast undergoing breast conservation surgery Patients 
with carcinoma breast undergoing radiotherapy. Patients with carcinoma breast undergoing modified 
radical mastectomy after neo-adjuvant chemotherapy. Patients with carcinoma breast undergoing 
palliative surgery/toilet mastectomy Patients with carcinoma breast undergoing completion mastectomy. 
The data collected in prescribed Proforma where in it contains, particulars of the patient, clinical history, 
clinical examination and diagnosis, relevant investigations, and details of surgery. The patients were 
followed for three weeks in post-operative period, Day 1 drain volume, total drain volume, drain removal 
day, seroma and wound complication were all recorded. 
 
Statistical Analysis 
 

In this study, the results of the two groups were compared and analyzed by using Chi-square test. 
 

RESULTS 
 

Graph 1: Age at Presentation 
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In this “Prospective Study on Efficacy of Mastectomy Flap Quilting Sutures in Reducing Post 
Modified Radical Mastectomy Seroma Formation” Total of 80 patients of Carcinoma Breast who 
underwent Modified Radical Mastectomy were included in this prospective study, and randomized into 
two groups based on in-patient number. 42 patients with odd IP no in conventional simple wound closure 
(Group A) and 38 patients with even IP no in Flap fixation (Group B) were considered for the study. 
 

In this study, age of the patients were more than 18 years. The youngest patient included in this 
study series was 30 years, and the eldest was 69 years old. Almost 46% of the patients were in 41-50 age 
group. This includes 40% in group A and 52% in group B. Average age in this study series is 47 years. 
 

Graph 2: Location of Tumor 

 
The present study showed that carcinoma affects both side breast equally, with slight 

preponderance for right side. 
 

Graph 3: Size of the Tumor 

 
In the study, the size of tumor at presentation varied from 2cm to 4.8cm with average size 

being 3.4cm. 
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Graph 4: Stage of the Patient 

 
In the study, 36 women presented with Stage IIA disease and 44 women presented with stage 

IIB disease. 
 

Table 1: Comparison of study groups 
 

Comparison of study groups Flap Non Fixation Group A 
(n=42) (%) 

Flap Fixation Group B (n=38) 
(%) 

Demography  

Mean Age 48+9 46+7 

Location  

Right 26 (62) 18 (47) 

Left 16 (38) 20 (52) 

Tumor Size  

Mean Tumor Size 3.46 3.43 

Stage of the Patient  

IIA 20 (47) 16 (42) 

IIB 22 (52) 22 (58) 

 
In the present study, modified radical mastectomy with conventional simple wound closure was 

performed in 42 women with mean age 48+9 years. Of the 42 women, 26 (62%) had Right sided breast 
carcinoma and 16 (38%) had left sided breast carcinoma. Average size of the tumor at presentation was 
3.46+0.8 cm. Of the 42 women, 20 (47%) women belonged to stage IIA at presentation and 22 (52%) 
women belonged to stage IIB. Modified radical mastectomy and wound closure with flap fixation was 
performed in 38 women with mean age 46+7 years. Of the 38 women, 18 (47%) had Right sided breast 
carcinoma and 20 (52%) had left sided breast carcinoma. Average size of the tumor at presentation was 
3.43+0.8 cm.Of the 38 women, 16 (42%) women belonged to stage IIA at presentation and 22 (57%) 
women belonged to stage IIB. 

 
Post-Operative Follow Up 
 

Post-operative drain volume on day 1, total drain volume, day of drain removal, seroma 
formation and wound complications has been compared between two groups (A&B). The results were 
compared with p value using Chi Square test. 
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Table 2: Day 1 Drain Volume 
 

Day 1 Drain Volume 
(ml) 

No of Patients  
Total Group A Group B 

<100 4 5 9 

100-150 7 10 17 

>150 31 23 54 

Mean Volume (ml) 170.2 163.8  

p’ value=0.41 NS 

 
In the present study, the drain volume in first post-operative day in Group A (Flap Non-Fixation) 

was compared with Group B (Flap Fixation) after Modified radical mastectomy. Drain volume in first post-
operative day varied from 100 to 200ml with average of 170ml in group A and 163ml in group B. There 
was no statistically significant difference in the drain volume in first post-operative day (p>0.05). 
 

Table 3: Total Drain Volume 
 

 Mean Total Volume (ml) SD 

Group A 1426 240 

Group B 932 216 

p’ value<0.001 S 

 
In the present study, the total drain volume in the post-operative period in Group A was 

compared with Group B.The average total drain volume in the post-operative period in group A was 
1426ml and 932ml in group B. p value was found to be significant (<0.001). 
 

Table 4: Drain Removal Day 
 

 
In the present study, drain removal day in Group A was compared with Group B.The average 

day of drain removal in group A was 13 days and 8 days in group B. p value was found to be significant 
(<0.001). 

 
Table 5: Incidence of Seroma 

 

Seroma Group A Group B Total 

Present 8 0 8 

Absent 34 38 72 

p’ value=0.027 S 
 

In the present study, the incidence of seroma formation in Group A was compared with Group B.8 
patients developed seroma in group A vs none in group B. p value was found to be significant (>0.05). 
 

In the present study, wound complications in Group A was compared with Group B. One patient 
developed wound complication (cellulitis) vs none in group B. There was no statistically significant 
difference in the incidence of wound complications in both groups 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Mean Day of Removal SD 

Group A 13 2.3 

Group B 8 1.6 

p’ value<0.001 S 
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Graph 5: Incidence of Wound Complications 

 
DISCUSSION 

 
Seroma is a significant problem following axillary dissection for breast cancer, which is now 

considered as sequelae rather than complication [9]. Mechanical obliteration of dead space by flap fixation 
in an attempt to reduce incidence of seroma formation has been proposed by many studies with 
inconsistent results. So the present study was undertaken to evaluate the effect of mechanical obliteration 
of dead space by flap fixation in reducing incidence of seroma formation. In this study, 80 women with 
Breast cancer, who underwent modified radical mastectomy, were evaluated for total drain volume, drain 
removal time, seroma formation and wound complications in two study groups (group A – 42 women, and 
group B – 38 women). There were no significant differences between the two groups with regard to age, 
stage, and tumor size. In group A, 42 women who underwent modified radical mastectomy had their 
wound closed in two layers – subcutaneous tissue with 2/0 vicryl and skin with 2/0 ethilon [10]. In group 
B, 38 women who underwent modified radical mastectomy had their wound closed by fixation of skin 
flap to underlying pectoralis major muscle with multiple rows of intermittent 2/0 vicryl followed by skin 
closure with 2/0 ethilon. In all the patients, 2 14F suction drain were kept in axilla and in front of pectoral 
muscles. Drain volume on first post-operative day was recorded [11]. Drain was removed when the 
output was less than 30ml for 24 hours. Total drain volume was recorded. The patients were followed for 
three weeks. The patients who developed seroma by clinical examination were recorded. Wound was 
observed for any complications like infection, cellulitis, and necrosis [12].Our mean number of days for 
drain removal was 8 days in the flap-fixation group versus 13 days in the no-flap- fixation group; this 
disagrees .In the present study, we found that the flap-fixation technique significantly decreased the total 
amount of fluid drained (P < 0.001; highly significant) [13]. The mean amount of serous fluid drained was 
932 ml in the flap-fixation group versus 1426 ml in the no-flap-fixation group, whereas the mean 
amount of serous fluid drained was 262.2 ml in the flap-fixation group versus 763.5 ml .The overall 
clinical incidence of seroma in the whole study was about 10% (8/80). Our study showed that the flap-
fixation technique was associated with no incidence of clinically symptomatic seroma (0%) after 
mastectomy, as compared with the control group (19%), with P value less than 0.001, which was highly 
significant [14]. In our study, one patient’s developed cellulitis in the no flap-fixation technique vs none in 
flap fixation technique, which was treated medically and improved later on. probably by decreasing 
movement of flap over the chest wall and thereby reducing the exudate [15]. 

 
CONCLUSION 

 
The present prospective study demonstrated that the mechanical obliteration of dead space by 

flap fixation significantly decreases the incidence of seroma formation. However, the sample size in the 
current study is relatively smaller, so a larger study sample may be needed before any further conclusion 
can be made. Although the study sample is small in this present study, it is still wise to recommend 
mechanical obliteration of dead space by flap fixation in patients undergoing modified radical 
mastectomy. So when performing modified radical mastectomy, the flap-fixation technique is a valuable 
technique for reducing seroma formation allowing early drain removal and increased patient satisfaction. 
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